A neighborhood “game” for thinking globally, acting locally.
The object of the game: meet needs without destructive by-products.
A curriculum. A collection of options. A weeklong package of meals and edutainment.
Possibly a one-day extravaganza event. An integrated set of subjects for our attention and
action.
The eight stations:
SUN symbol: Gifts and Goals development. Building a directory, a skills bank, and especially
listing which people are willing to accept payment in Farmers Market tokens. Front and center
are the Farmers Market vendors who can cash in those tokens for checks at the end of any
Market Day. One-on-one attention for goals/gifts development.
ROUNDTABLE symbol: Groups of 5-8 of like-minded people, as evidenced by their SUN symbol
listing. They are served a meal made up of local ingredients. This is a Sally Fallon meal. This is
learning to become fat-burners instead of sugar/carb burners. High quality meat, eggs, cream,
butter, broth, nutrient dense foods. Conversation could be moderated, or not.
DIAMOND symbol: A series of presentations, video or in person, of the Good Enough Ways to
meet our needs without also creating destructive by products. That simple theme. Learning
these ways that are already know but not yet widely applied. Probably a meal, again.
MAP symbol: This is not only to show points of access for local products, also to organize a
water sampling / water quality project. Waterway health and right farming go together. They
absolutely do.
SCORES symbol: This is where I publish the statistics from the Farmers Market, or any other
local purchase statistics. Invite people to contribute their personal numbers. To show and
embrace trends for making the right decision. In this county, we do have $2 million dollars
spent every month, just for FOOD. We can direct a chunk of that number into the RIGHT food.
DREAMS COME TRUE symbol: Here is where we see or create short, like, 1 minute vignettes of
people giving testimonials about how their life has evolved since starting to play this
“neighborhood game.”
BIG PICTURE symbol: Here is where we develop a model for an overall plan for tackling the big
problems of our world, which seem like a million different things, but if we categorize them in
this way we can collectively do something about them with local action, focused and effective.
WE THE PEOPLE symbol: Here is where we learn the foundation principles of the US
constitution and apply them in our everyday life. An ethics curriculum called the Human
Standard. A weekly meeting / class / study group.

